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Trance-Interprete r
Question :

Member R .E . writes : In regard to the question concerning the loosing of Satan
for a thousand years after the current millenium, I wish to thank you for presenting
this . In addition, there is something more precise which I am trying to find out in thi s
series of questions concerning Satan, Lucifer etc . which unfortunately was left unanswer-
ed . And while the other information was helpful and interesting, it is this centra l
question which I think is vital for everyone knowing as well as myself . This question is :
Is this New Age the eternal end (underlined) of the extremes of suffering man has know n
on earth for this surface earth humanity, or is there any chance any will recur any tim e
in the future ?

Cosmic Awareness :

This Awareness indicates that during the time of Atlantis in the latter epoch ,
wherein the sons of Baal began to rise in greater and greater power, wherein power became
that which was of greatest significance, and the priestcraft began to take over mor e
and more the controls of the consciousness of humanity, and manipulate the masses mor e
and more, there came about a focus of attention on that which is called 'power', tha t
six million entities were mummified with the concepts that they were doing somethin g
glorious and would be rewarded in the future days for this action ; that this would b e
a great event in history and for their great experiment .

This Awareness indicates the effects of that mummification was such that it froz e
consciousness in certain areas . This Awareness indicates that you must understand tha t
all form, all physical form is, in reality, vibration, and all vibration is in realit y
consciousness .

This Awareness indicates that in essence there is no such thing as physical form .
All of it is consciousness . The forms which you see, that which you touch, this is i n
reality images created by consciousness, likened unto the images which you see in you r
dreams, yet in those dreams you believe them to be real forms .

This Awareness indicates that when you are vibrating at a close proximity to anothe r
vibration you cannot pass through that other vibration, and the vibration appears to b e

a barrier, tangible to you .

This Awareness indicates so it is when your consciousness is vibrating at a rat e

similar to that of form .

This Awareness suggests that in reality the entire earth form is but an image in the
consciousness of the Cosmos, an image in the consciousness of this Awareness . This physica :

form known as earth, being an image in consciousness of this Awareness, is such tha t
entities who are not in the same consciousness as this Awareness, but who are attuned t o
the vibratory level, to the image level of the earth, do indeed see the earth as bein g

a solid reality .

This Awareness indicates that the effect of mummifying six million Atlanteans with



certain concepts that worked in a way to telepathically affect all of the consciousnes s
upon the earth plane to cause the entities upon this plane to believe in a solid world ,
this telepathic attunement for the minds of humanity was such that it created a pol,:ri ._ y
in the nature of the atomic particles on the plane . These atomic particles being als o
chat which is consciousness, being polarized with great intensity through that mummifica-
tion action, caused the appearance of the physical world to be that which was solid .set,

This. Awareness indicates that at present time this solidity of matter as undergoin g
a subtle change as the consciousness of entities begins to become more depolarized ,
wherein positive is not so positive, negative is not so negative and the reconciliatio n
of ' yes' and 'no' becomes more and more acceptable to consciousness . This also has it s
effects upon the cellular structure of the molecules upon the atomic levels, and th e
proton and electron become less extreme in their oppositions and begin to reconcil e
themselves .

This Awareness indicates in this manner the physical plane is dissolving int o
spiritual, or that which is consciousness . This as occurring at a very slow and gradua l
rate, at the same proportion as consciousness is changing, and. this makes it difficult :
for entities to understand what is occurring .

This Awareness indicates that in reality the earth is changing its density . That its
density as now being such that it is expanding in a radiance of energies : this occurrin g
gradually, creating some difficulty in terms of measurement . This Awareness indicate s
this may he measured in the near future by scientists who begin to explore these areas .

This Awareness indicates that the effects of that which is known as ' Satan', which
in essence is the extreme polarized situations of consciousness, the polarity concept s
which create great goods and great evils in consciousness, the effect of this bein g
reconciled upon the nature of form and on the nature of consciousness is such that for m
itself is becoming less crystallized and that radiance and feeling is becoming mor e
aupar. ent .

This Awareness indicates that 10,000 years B .C . the entity Ra-Ta set up in Egyp t
an action which was geared to mirror the work of the Atlantean priestcraft, the follower s
of Baal, yet that mirroring action was a reverse of their action . The pyramids of Egyp t
were set up to contain and promote what appeared to be an even greater power than tha t
which was promoted in Atlantis, and the followers of Baal, moving into Egypt, were caugh t
up in their pursuit of power into those levels which Ra-Ta and his followers had created .
But the action of Pa-Ta was such that it had set a trap : the trap being that any who
pursued power through the Egyptian pyramid energies, any who pursued power through tuning
into those teachings aid through tuning into that energy which was being emitted by th e
mummification process in Egypt, any who pursued power that resulted from the Egyptia n
energies would find themselves climbing in higher levels, only to enter that which ma y
be called the vacuum, wherein they reached the pinnacle of power only to discover tha t
they contained nothing, held nothing, and were void of any power at all .

This Awareness indicates that the followers of Baal . began moving into this powe r
pursuit which was set up by Ra-Ta, that great civilizations sprung up, that entities did
move into the power positions of these civilizations, but when they reached what appeare d
to be the top, they discovered that they had nothing, and there was nothing they coul d
do but surrender .

This Awareness indicates this has been occurring since 1.0,000 B .C . and has reache d
its culmination during the past ten years .

This Awareness indicates that at this time, the work of Ra-Ta and others workin g
with this entity, has been essentially completed, and is being completed ; and the effect s
of the gamble which Ra-Ta set up was such that the energies of the negative force wer e
trapped by the energies of the alien force which Ra-Ta created, and the alien force known
to most entities as the religions of the world, has now reached its culmination and i s
being dissolved . And that which shall remain shall be the boiling pot of humanity in whic h
a merging of consciousness shall occur, and a resurgence of the Law of One shall emerge



wherein all entities begin to realize that concepts of good and evil were nothing bu t
polarities likened unto positive and negative impulses in a computer, and the entir e
computer of humanity is being deprogrammed to allow a new programming which is not base d
on polarity for its experience, not based on conflict, but is based on unity, cooperatio n
co-creative actions, and the integration of the parts of the computer of humanity wit h
the rest of the universal forces, with this Awareness .

This Awareness indicates that essentially the war is over and the battle has ended ,
and entities are beginning to experience the Kingdom of God, the Kingdom of Heave n
within their own lifetimes .

This Awareness indicates that you need not fear the return of these intensities . That
there shall be great joy so long as entities desire great joy . That in time, entitie s
may tire of great joy and wish to play around with the creative forces, and may agai n
begin using polarities to establish extremes, and may again loosen the Devil, the Satani c
forces . This Awareness suggests you not concern yourself with this at this time, for th e
intensity of this action is over aad the reoccurrence of this action is in such a grea t
distant future that it will not affect you . And those generations in the future wil l
not ever again engage themselves so totally into the action of playing carelessly wit h
the creative forces that led to such extremes of tragedy and suffering .

This Awareness indicates that the soul does not forget its experiences . The soul

does learn ; that wherein an entity is hurt it learns what caused the pain, that wherei n
consciousness is hurt it learns what caused the pain and becomes more cautious .

This Awareness indicates there is no alien force, there is no force of evil excep t
that which entities create within their own experiences and consciousness .

This Awareness indicates that in the creation of evil forces and alien forces, you
are playing around with the creative forces of the universe, the' polarities . That
wherein you create good and evil, the Tree of Knowledge, and eat of this in you r

experiences : the greater the good, the greater the evil, the greater your tragedie s

shall be .

This Awareness suggests that you not concern yourself with good or evil, but tha t
you concern yourself with experiencing what ' is' without judgment, with loving on e
another without reservation, with being in tune with the Universe without self-denial .
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